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ArtsComplex
hosts Gala

Roofrepairs

cy Mickie M:ttrisciani

cy J .c.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COPY EDITOR

On Friday, the art department, along
with UCF art students, will host the
Gala opening of the new Visual Arts
Building.
Intense preparations have been made
in hopes that the community will discover and appreciate the talented works
of artists.
Holly Burmood, an art history major
on the Student Gala Committee, said,
"Orlando has shown a growing interest
in visual arts and I think it will be good
for the community ro see what UCF has
to offer."
The student committee, made up
ostly of art students, has been a big
of the planning and organization of
ala opening.
"The committee has congregated
weekly, preparingfor the Gala, working
on decorations, public relations, signs
and organizing the details from food ro
hosts and hostesses," Burmood said.
According ro committee member Brad
Tremper, a senior majoring in graphic
design, "People don't know that 6ere is
a good art program at UCF."
Tremper said he hopes that people
from the community will sponsor the
building after attending the Gala.
"The art majors are looking fu support from outside artists," Tr2mper
added. This, I hope, will be a result of
the Gala."
With the help of Liliane Webb, the
Student Gala Committee has sold an
estimated800Galaticketsat$50a piece.
This money will contribute to th~ support of the building.
Large corporations bought many of
the tickets, as well as high school students who will have their works exhibited, according ro Tremper.
Several of the student committee
members are getting more than just a
pat on the back for their work with .the
Gala opening.
Some students in ·Dr. Maude
Wallman's Art Hisrory Administration
class volunteered to work on the committee as their independent study.
"I'm glad that I offered to work on
the Gala opening because I can apply
what I have learned in the classroom,"
Tremper said.
"Everyone worked so hard,"Webb said.
"They have been dedicated and helpful
from the very beginning."
Webb also said that she is certain that
the Gala opening will be a success for
everyone.
At the Gala, there will be tours of the
Visual Arts Building and exhibits of
sculptures and paintings that the stu-

Physical Plant workers alOng with
outside contractors have combined ro
repair most of the campus roofs damaged in last week's hail storm.
Physical Plant Director Richard Paradise said the roofs on the Administration
Building and the Library are fixed and
that workers are finishing the portables.
"We'll hopefully be done by the end ofthe
week with the roofs, weather permitting," he said. However, roofing consultants need ro i~spect for latent damage
that could show up in two or three years,
he added.
Workers have also been busy replacing soggy ceiling tiles and trying to clean
stained carpets. Paradise said the carpet
glue may also be damaged but that it will
take time for any permanent damage ro
show.
Elaine Townes, bureau chief of property, financial and risk se-rvices for the
state Departmentoflnsurance, inspected
the major damage around campus Monday and Tuesday. 'My role is ro assist in
any way I can - mainly in paperwork,"
she said.
Townes noted the green house near
the Arboretum sustained the worst damage because the curved glass in the structure Will be expensive to replace.
The university is insured through state
self-insurance, Townes explained. The
state charges annual premiums based
on the total value of the building and

ART GALA continued page 3

nearly done

KICK IT
Michael Clapp, an English major, plays hackey sak while waiting for a
friend to help him hang Green Peace signs on Monday. (Michael DeHoog1FuruRE)
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Students take a swing at Piesident Hitt
New leader answers questions, talks about university's problems
by Fran · Marangio
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF President John C. Hitt was on hand TueSday in the
Main Cafeteria, greeting students and answering questions
. At this informal appearance, students aired concerns about
everything from the foreign language requirement and the
cost of housing at UCF to the problems caused by the budget
cuts.
·
During the hour session sponsored by Student Government, Matt Solodow, a radio ~levision major, asked about the
rumors that students would be limited to 12 credit hours per
semester.
"I am not in favor of this," Hitt said. Limiting credit hours
would "arbitrarily disadvantage about 6,000 of our 21,000
plus students who are really trying to take a full-time load."
Tom Stewart, an electrical engineering major, asked," With
all the cut backs, how come we're allocating money ro such
things as athletics, Student Government retreats and renovating the Administration Building? Why can't we do that
later and worry about classes now."
Hitt told him there are several factors involved that make
it difficult to simply redistribute the money. But he assured

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

Stewart .that they are "tryip.g to
find ways ro redirect the money
back to classes."
When asked what has been the
biggest obstacle during his presidency so far, Hitt, alluding to the
budget cut~, said, "being asked ro
do more and more with less and
less."
During the meeting, Hitt rold
students he agreed with the College of Arts and Sciences' decision
Hitt
on the foreign language require.
ment. He also said that he believed there should be an avenue
for student input on the requirement. In addition, Hitt reiterated his five goals for the future ofthe university, with making
UCFinto the top undergraduate institute in Florida at the top
of the list.
Hitt would like to meet informally with the students again
in the future. "We had a lot of questions about a variety of
concerns," Hitt said." I thought it was great!"
HITT continued page 5
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Brown leaves mark on campus
by Maureen Lavalley
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

When Dr. Rex Brown began
his profession as the vice president ofStudentAffairs, he hoped
to start programs that would
benefit the student body.
Twenty five years later, programs like the Creative School
for Children, Moms' and Dads'
Association, Friends of the University and the first student
handbook have sprung up
thanks to his efforts.
Brown will be retiring as associate dean of Library Development effective Aug. 17.
A reception held in honor of
Brown was held March 25 in the
Student Center Auditorium.
Brown has raised fundingfor
the library, the Creative School
for Children and Greek Park.
He also helped start Student
Government, a UCF yearbook,
a residence housing program,
the Alumni Association and the
Panhallenic Council.
Jeff Laing, former student
body president, said that Dr.
Brown was responsible for putting SG in control of Activity
and Service Fees dollars.
"He helped make the students'
input important, Laing said.

Carol Wilson, vice president
and dean of of students, added,
"When you start a new institution, you must have the right
person to coordinate new programs and Dr. Brown got these
projects off the ground."
Brown got started in the field
because he likes to be around
people.
"I enjoy the students and I
also had a teacher and coach
who had a positive influence on
me and prompted me into the
profession," Brown said.
The Creative School for Children was proposed by Brown in
1974. His persistence led to funding by the Edith Bush Foundation, a private institution that
had never before funded a program at UCF.
"During the Vietnam Era, a
lot of vets were returning to
school and did not have a place
to leave their children. The Creative School was a big help to
many families during those
tough times," Brown said.
Brown was responsible for
hiring staff members at UCF.
"Brown selected one of the
best staffs in the country. The.
keytotheuniversitywastohave
a good staffand he accomplished

that and more. Most of the staff
are still around today," Dr.
LeVester Tubbs, vice president
of student affairs, said.
As the associate dean of the
library, Brown raised $100,000
for new books.
"He is always in a good mood
and brightens your day. The library will miss his presence."
Vermotta Th ompson, office
manager for library administration, said.
Brown is respected by faculty and students at UCF.
"I met Dr. Brown when h e
was setting up a United Way
progr a m," senior Kendra
Stewart said." He is just a wonderful person and his retirement
is a big loss to the university."
Alumna Cathy Kane said,
"Dr. Brown always cared about
what the students were feeling.
He was very responsive to the
students' needs."
After retiring in August,
Brown plans to "take hands on
courses in small motors, air conditioning and Spanish."
"l also want to trace my family histoiy and spend time with
MEASURE UP
my family," he said.
Brown said that he will miss Nancy Waxman and Julia DeArriba measure the water in
preparation for a SCUipture be put Up.. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
the students of UCF the most.
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ART GALA
FROM PAGE 1
dents have worked on.

Members of the Student Gala Committee prepare for the Gala opening of the Visual
Arts Building which will be held from 8 p.m. to midnight Friday. <John R1vera1FuruRE)

"It[aheadmoiunteddisplay]
looks scuba mask with a television set inside it," Moshell said
"When you put it on it looks like
your in a graphical world."
· In addition, theater majors
have provided costumes for
those taking part in the Living
Art Works contest.
On Saturday, the art de.partment is hosting an open
house of the new Visual Arts
Building.
St udent demonstrations
in all the art studio classes
are planned for the event, as
well a s guided tours of the
building.
The open house is free and
open t o everyone. It will begin
at noon and run until 4 p.m.
The new building will house
most of the art classes, along
with some English classes.
Students will have art studios set up in the building.

Children
to ex:oticdestinations
by Kelly A. Hofer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Local pre-schoolers flew
"Around the World in 10 Days"
at the UCF Creative School
Children.
The children have "flown"
aboard Creative Flight 123 to
many countries such as Ireland,
Korea, France and It.aly. Thursday the children traveled to the
Caribbean for the day.
·
Two adjoining classrooms
were set up for the trips. One
was divided into two sections,
the waiting room and the "airplane" itself. The second room
was decorated each day in the
style of that day's country.
The children's travels began
March 16 and continued through
March 27. Eachmomirtg, the children waited in the waiting room
and read books and magazines
until their flight was announced.
The kids, aged four through
six, received "shots", fingerprinting, and passports. They
boarded the plane for a ten
minute flight complete with
safety belts, snacks and sound
effects. The children drew the

for

''I went from ·
house to house, .
getting any food or
clothes thex would
giye me. Then I
handed it all out to
needy ReORle in
the neigHborhood. "

control panel and window views
themselves.
"Many international students have contributed in the
program, teaching the children
greetings and how to pronounce
their names . in different
languages,"said Creative School
Director Polores Burghard.
Assistant Director Marcia
Diebler added that they also
incorporated different kinds of
foods from different countries.
In the Caribbean, the children were taught about the native culture. A covered tent with
lawn chairs served as a beach
and Carribean music played in
the background.
"We're learning how to carry
baskets on our head," said
Charis Vasallo, 6. The children
al~o sampled coconut, papaya,
pineapple and mango.
Other activities the children
participated in included swinging
over a river of alligators in Africa
and making pizza dough in Italy.
"We have many children from
different countries and this
shows how they are different
and where we all came from,"
Diebler said.
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FROM PAGE 1
their contents and insures the
university :up to $2 million. She
said the premiums are about 25
percentonnormalinsurancecompanypremiums. ''We'rereallygetting a bargin here," she said
One problem with the

inusrance, however, is that the
university's vecJ:ricles are only
insured for collision damage.
Each department must repair
their own vehicles with money
from their budgets, a total of
about $70,000, Townes said.
'The cars will be around to
remind folks of this incident for a
long time to come," Townes said

Townes estimates damage to
the campus to be about $150,000
but added it could take two to
three weeks to get a good idea of
the total amount.
Paradise is sticking to his
original estimate of between
$250,00 to $300,000.
"The initial assessment has
been reliable," he said.

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
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ncn.smokers, and mort.
M Wiii flrd II least ,,......,
MUOM ol privaie Mttor linanci.ail 1td,

• Gu.ranM -

mcney.

For more information and our FREE
brochure, please complete and mail
the coupon bebw.
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HAIL

''.And UPS agrees. That's one of the
reasons I work there. But they do a lot
more than pay me to take time off. I make
almost $10,000 a year working part-time
for about 4 hours a day. That's great pay
· for a full-time student.
"The benefits don't stop there, either.
I get paid holidays, medical and dental benefits, even a student loan if
I need one. I got to pick morning,
afternoon or evening shifts. I work in
Operations.-but some students work in
Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S.
and Customer Service.
"If you want to make money while you
study and when you travel, check out
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."

Salisbury, MD

'Wiil 191Vr'cl 'fOJI

Ed Guidon and John Shull of Physical Plant grounds refuel their chainsaws. The area
behind the Creative School is being cleared for mobil units. (Charles K. MorrowtFuruRE>
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-JocK Powell
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are "conducive to the
free exchange of ideas and conFROM PAGE 1
cerns," Marlin said.
· SG Public Relations DirecMarlin also said that SG is
tor Chris Marlin said they plan "working on setting up a stuon having more of these infor- dentadvisory board which will
mal meetings so the president meet with President Hitt to
can continually mingle with the air concerns in a more formal
students. SGfeels these type of setting."

HlT1'

')

Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

$2500 NOW AVAILABLE

~

COLONIAL .
~~~~ .FLEA MARKET
11500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(WEST OF ALAFAYA TRAIL)
·1'

NOW OPEN IN EAST ORLANDO
EVERY FRI., SAT., &SUN. 8AM-5PM
EVERY WEEKEND YOU'LL FIND:
• Hundreds of sellers, Thousands
of buyers
• Millions of New & Used items,
Antiques, & Collectibles

7 p.m. and 11:30p.m. March 25.
The stand for the skeleton was
left in the Art Complex.
The skeleton and stand belong to the art department.
A student claimed to have
observed a group ofwhite males
enter the complex to get out of
the storm. ·
The group walked around the
inside of the building, but police
have no suspects, reports said.
There were .no SJgllS of forood
entiy intn the room.
The estimat.ed price ofthe skeletnn is $700.
• A Polk Hall resident is
suspected of pulling a fire
alarm in the Osceola Hall dormitory Saturday.
According to police reports,
John-Jo Schofield of the Residence Hall Auxiliary Patrol and
Matthew Malaspina observed

the 19-year-old Polk Hall resident and another male near the
fire alarm pull station.
According to police reports,
Scltofield and Malaspina were
on the second floor of Osceola
Hall, directly above the fire
alarm pull station. They told
police that they heard a voice
beneath them, on the first floor,
say, "Go, go."
Schofield and Malaspina said
that they then saw two males
quickly exit the northwest cor
ner of the building.
They were able to apprehend
one of the men.
The apprehended Polk Hall
resident told police that he and
his friend were inside Room 113
when the alarm sounded.
He said they did not pull the
alarm and that they ran from the
buildingbecausetheywere scared.
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The Collage & Confetti sections are looking for writers to fill the following positions:

*Music Reviewers
* Food Critic
* Theater Critics
*Investigative Features
*Local Music Critics
.

I

Apply at the Central Florida Future editorial office.- We're in that dumpy condemed
trailer next tothe giant white .golf balls, they call "Art Domes." Or just call us at
UCF-NEWS for more information on the positions.

• Free Parking, Snack bars

COME ONE, COME ALL TO
BUY OR SELL - DEALER
SPACE AVAILABLE.
(407) 679-8705 OR
380-8888
NORB KOLB, MGR.

The right style. The right penn. The right price.

COST CUTTERS®
,. (FAM I.LY HAIR CARE )

10 % STUDENT DISCOUNT
Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircuts, services and products

679-6766
Open Daily

SUNCREST CENfER
University Blvd.
&
DeanRD.
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POLICE NEWS

. A camcorder was stolen from
a vehicle during the hailstorm
last week. The car was parked
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . in the small dirt lot near the
metered parking lot
Anthony Romano placed the
camcorder on the back seat and
covered it with a towel at 5 p.m.
IF YOU ARE A CURREN1LY ENROLLED STUDENT (GRAD/UNDERGRAD)
March25.
WE HA VE $2500 INSCHOLARSHIP MONEY WAITING FOR YOU (WHICH
WhenRmnanoretumedat815
NEVER HAS TO BE PAID BACK) REGARDLESS OF YOUR GPA OR
p.m.,
the camcorder was missing
ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME.
and the rear window of his 1989
TO CLAIM YOUR SCHOLARSHIPS JUST CALL:
Nissan 240SX was smashed.
&mano planned to use the
THE UNITED SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
$2,000 camcorder for class.
(305 )460-5876
In other police news:
• A white plastic skeleton
was stolen from &om 215 in the
Art Complex last week.
According to police reports,
the skeleton was taken between

The Best Summer Job
you'll ever have!
In your own hometown.
1-800-443-3059
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3403 Technological Plaza·Orlando, Florida • (407) 273-7111
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dvertising is used to sell anything. And
this year is no exception for political campaign selling. Political campaigners use a
plethora of advertising techniques to promote
themselves - or mainly criticize others. Recently
the Presidential Victory Committee announced
that they would be investing $10 million in advertising to support George Bush's reelection. This
would be a fine venture if the technique they were
usmgwasn'tso completely reprehensible. But why be
surprised? Negative advertising is common in electi.ons,infactso oommon thatstudentsshould get class
credit for advertisingjust by watching the elections.
One form of advertising is to discuss the
product as though great things can be correlated with it. Beer ads are supreme examples of
making correlations that can't be proven. The
most typical scenario is that if a consumer
begins drinking X brand lager, then bodacious
babes and exotic locations will present themselves to that consumer. In fact, if the buyer
consumes X, then they will get cleaned up and
have lots of money. In reality all t hese consumers ever achieve is a fine buzz where t he women
around them appear to be 'ba bes.'
Some manufacturers engage in outright comparing of their product to the one currently selling
the best. Headache medicine is the most common.
Here a horribly harried woman experiences the
worst migraine in existence. She will complain to
everyone that she just doesn't know why her (top
brand) medicine doesn't do the job. Her kind friend
willlist thevarious pros andoons ofseveralmedicines,
only to oome to the conclusion that Xis the best.
Another form of advertising is listing the faults
ofthe other products to enhance the appeal ofyour
product. This also makes it appear that there is no
other logical choice for the consumer. During the
1988 election year, the 'awful' things that Dukakis
had participated in during his reign as Governor
of Massachusetts were featured in Republican
ads. The advertisers did not list the ~itive affects of
Bush or what the Reagan years had done, but rather
what the oompetition had not done.
It is one thing for a company to present a
product or candidate. It is another thing to spend
your time bashing the other whatever. The Presi:dential Victory Commit~e was the group responsible for the Dukakis smearing.
OK, let us say that they arepresentinginformation
that.the public needs to know about the candidate, is
it also the same job to push the other candidate?
What is reasonable for presidential elections?
Anything goes, that's for sure. But should we
support such actions? Why can't our presidential
candidate win on his qualities and not the faults of
the other guy. It would seem most horrible if the
reason that a president got elected was because
the other candidate was smeared so horribly.
America needs to have candidates that can
promote themselves and not spend their time
discussing the other guy. Debate should be on
issues and ads should inform the public of where
they stand on issues. American politicians are
turning into a sorry lot when they rely on the
incompetencies of their competition.
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Any job will do in today's job market
Liza Butler

there for months, vainly looking for a job, and was
"... gettingused to it." He knew the supervisor by name.
I asked him, "Is it that bad?' He nodded his head yes.
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
I never imagined, until then, that things could be that
very politician actively campaigns to realign bad. Receiving the news first hand and actually witvoter support. With the, economy in such dis- nessing it is much more memorable and lasting than
array, politicians will have to work very hard watching a broadcaster relate the events, being paid
to receive support from those whose standard of . thousands to do so.
Most leave the job service center empty handed and
living has· dropped drastically, the jobless, and the
recent homeless. They are earnestly looking for an humiliated. Many times the bureaucrats that sit beend to the crisis we are in.
hind their desks, shuffling papers, demean the people
that come to them. At times, those that come are
What crisis is that?
The crisis of the economy and the American people. illiterate. They are looked down upon.
I noticed career posters on the wall. The center's way
We see what is on the news, we hear what is on the radio,
of
campaigning,
promising ability tests and help with
yet do we see, or care to see, the people that the economy
has heavily affected?What we're seeing is a crisis of choosing a career. It's almost as if it were all a big joke.
events that transcends the normal perception of eco- What career? The main concern of these people is
nomic crisis. finding ajob, any job.
Those who have gotten an education know what
Many of these people were engineers, lawyers, or
'CPAs that are now out of work. Many that were use career they want.They can't get work in their fields of
to working for high wages are fl.riding it difficult to _interest, and any job will do. Those who haven't worked
in months know that any job will pay the rent and feed
find a $5-an-hour job.
"Five dollars an hour doesn't cover the bills." the kids. ANY JOB, that is what America has come to.
And so it is in our economy. These people are like
Furthermore,"After you work for a $10 plus hour job,
in New Hampshire that voted for Pat Buchanan.
those
it's very demeaning to work for minimum wage," said
one man that I had a discussion with at a job service Take a minute and listen, Mr. Bush. Understand the
needs of the people you are president of before your
center.
While I was at the center, I met others whose lives position is terminated. Or even even if you are reinwere in turffioil. One man, a restaurant manager, who stated, realize that people are in turmoil because ·of a
later became a fast food restaurant manager, tried to legitimate crisis, one that you can help to erradicate.
As for the students ofUCF, if you desire a political
get a job as a waiter. He was turned away. Others who
had been demoted to the unemployment line were career, learn this lesson early. Remember for the fuseated in rows ofchairs. They looked forward dejectedly ture, as easil~ as it happened to these people, it could
from eyes that peered out of desperate faces.
happen. to you.
One gentlemen got over his embarrassment at havThink about it.
ingto appear at the service center so often. He had been
-Lim Butkr i.s a soplwmore studying communirotion
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.Pay-per-gallon insurance policy proposed in California
As with every government project, however, there
are some problems involved.
Actually, in this case the program is riddled with
inequities, potential faux paus' and outright holes.
WHAT'S NEXT?
The idea is, in short, utter lunacy at best and
complete idiocy at worst. And, with the government, we
certain state senatorin California has proposed can always expect the worst.
that his state institute a new-fangled system to
Let's study this program and its "advantages"
eradicate the problem of uninsured motorists. point-by-point.
The way around this great dilemma, according
•It would ultimately be cheaper to pay insurance by
'to this particular politician, is to find a way to enforce the gallon than by the policy.
payment, and the easiest way to do that is to charge
When was the last time the government ever propremiums at the gas pumps.
posed a program to be supported by the taxpayers that
, That's right. What this legislator intends to initiate in stayed within the costs originally projected?
his st.ate is a means whereby an added fee is tacked on to
Government is one of the greatest perpetrators of
gasoline and then it is put into a general ~surance" fund unbridled optimism when it comes to somebody else's
To recap this plan in brief: the fee would be any-. money. It is also one of the worst practitioners of
where between 25 and 50 cents per gallon, those fees realistic mathematics.
would then be collected by the government, and, fiWant examples? Try a program as old as Social
nally, the money collected would be redistributed to the Security or one as new as the S & L bailout.
insurance companies as payments for the policies.
•The government would collect the money and then
The oontention is that the charges levied at the gas distribute it among the insurance companies.
pump would amount to less than what most people pay for
Great. The two groups ofpeople that I least want to see
premiums to begin with, and the at-pump oollectionsystem with it.s hands on mymoney-governmentand insurance
would ensure that every driver pays his or her fair share. agents - are going to funnel it off at the gas station.

Bill Cushing

•A

Of course, the bureaucracy that would "equitably"
distribute the money would probably end up being
more expensive than the funds given to the agents.
Besides, how do we determine which companies
receive the money and in what increments? How about
the smaller~ independent insurers?
Not to mention what this plan does to the free
market system. In fact, the whole thing stinks of the
same collective and socialistic system that millions in
Eastern Europe and Russia are trying to dismantle at
this very moment.
•Everyone would pay, and this would ensure fairer
participation.Yeah, right.
In other words, payments would never again be
scaled to past driving records. Additionally, what happens ifyou have a more economical car or don't work on
the road? And what about tourists or visitors? Should
they be forced to pay what amounts to insurance
payments on top of insurance payments?
One hopes that this latest example of governmental
idiocy will not become a reality in Californi~, since
those trends seem to always travel east.
As is obvious, this idea is one more example of how'
government is the biggest threat to the American way
oflife in this country.

Sammy Sloth

TMIS IS

A St-oTM, ••

Last week's question: What are the strong and weak points with the
Future and how would you change the paper?
"One ofthe strong points ofthe paper would be
the opinwn section in itself. Many different
points ofvi,ew are covered and the students are
allowed to voice their opinwn. Overall the
paper is quite good. There are some mistakes,
but that is expected."

"I think that the sports department needs to
have broader coverage of sports. The coverage
is too focused on the baseball and crew teams.
Track isn't covered lJ!ell enough."

Todd Jones
R-TV

Alison Hodgson
biology

"I think the interactwn between the paper and

"I know that there are a lot of typographical
errors, as well as misinformatwn. l think that
the paper should do a bit rrwre editing. On a
positive note, the paper does keep up with the
issues and reads well."

the students is handl,ed effectively." -

Jessica Brooks
computer engineering

Pamela Welch
sociology

This week's question:

If you were in control of the UCF

budget what would be the first
thing you ~ould cut?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with

~our

view at 823-:3956
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Greek Week is almost here! Sig Ep is
ready to defend the titl~! Don't forget:
CamivaVDance Marathon Sun. Blood
drive Wed-Fri, Sing Thur, Games
Fri&Sat. Games practice Sat @ 11.
Greek Gloves Fri, come out & support
the Sig Ep hit-men! Congrats to family
fun day winners. That's all from Wheels
Cargill.

GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Brothers, this Sunday AK'I' is holding
and orientation Picnic for new business
students. So let's go out and give our
support. Also this weekend is big bro
appreciation

•Sherwood Forest•
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

3BR/2BA off Alafaya Duplex
Avail May 1 Call 277 ·4498
Appliances/Part. Furnished
$650/mo. $325.

FOR SALE
CLUB INFO

DELTA UPSILON
Confirmed last night. DU UCF colony
to be terminated, by order of DU lnt'I
HQ, and UCF IFC.
S.W.A.T.
... APRIL FOOLS ...
· The 5th Annual SK_Run at Greek Park is
You all were the fools... Now you're
Friday, April 10. The race is free this year
ready for tomorrow night. Party of Fools.
9:00pm @ Heather Glen Apt. Club for all students. · SWAT meeting times
House. Congratulations to those beiog are 5pm on Thursdays. Sign up at the
Wellness Center.
initiated tomorrow night.
Fundraiser We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization
that would like to earn $500·1500 for a
one week on-campus mktg. program.
Must be organized &hard-working. Call
JoAnn 800-592-2121ext.117.

KAPPA DELTA
Thanks to everyone. who attended our
SPRING FASHION SHOW! Good job
Stacy Y@ Mrs UCF! We• U! Teacher
appreciation Day went Awesome-we •
our professors too! K4 LADY SPORTS
#1!!!

CARIBBEAN CLUB PRESENTS a
Ram-Jam Street Dance Sat. April 4 Education Parking Lot 3pm-until For more
info Callx4136 or x4256 Band:TBA

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Greek Gloves is tomorrow! Buy your
tickets in advance & save $. Good luck
to all the fighters. This is the event of
the year. You don't want to miss it. See
you @ the UCF Arena. Hey I1Bcl> we
can't wait 'til Sat. Night! Thanks to everyone who has been helping with the
Clothes Drive & Greek Week

ROOMMATES

PHI DELTA THETA
70's HIPPE PARTY Satu~y(9-???)
All are invite<;!
Congratulations Shawn
Hang in there cl>KEIAS,
You're almost there

SIGMA CHI
Safe Sex 92 is coming April 17.
GreekGloves is Friday & the 2 time
champ is ready to win again. Sat. Party
with Zeta, Zeta, & Psi Chi at Rollins.
Greek Week is next week. If you are
interested in helping call Kingston. Team
2 Sball still needs players. Be at the
house 7AM Sat & Sun for landscaping.
HOUSE move in! IX you find it here.

Mix Breed Dog with Supplies. "Turbo"
is 10 months old., Spayed, Finished
Obedenle school, 40 lbs. $75 080 6794257 Elaine
2/2 Affordable Town house on Alafaya
Assumable VA $5000 Down $554 per
mo. ~8-4813 Evenings
JVC Pull-Out CD Like New I paid $400
you pay $270 382-4546 JEFF

Welcome to the Machine... M/F needed
for unique 312 progressive apt $200 +utl.
Wish you were here....273-1681

Surfboard for Sale 6'1" Richenberg
Good Shape .$150 OBO Call 657 -4294

M/F Needed Private Room + Bath, 5
minutes from UCF on Dean Rd. Quiet
house, Nonsmokers, no dogs/cats $225
per month 677·1373 or 657-5912
Wanted M To Share 2B/2B Luxury Golf·
view Apt. w/MBA Student. Non-Smoker. 5 mi. from Universal Studios. W/D,
Indoor Racq., Spa, Exercise Rm.,
etc...$300+1/2 Utilities. Gary 649-3184
Female Roommate Needed to Share
Apartment near UCF. Nonsmoker, W/
D, Own Bdrm/Bath. Call Lori at 8238330 for more info.

<l>A.

Bike, "Club" FUJI, 12-Speed, 59cm,
Red, Great Shape. Use for fun or rac·
ing. Call 381-4498. $320 OBO

85' Honda ATC 250R, 83' Honda ATC
200 and 6x9 drive on trailer. . All for
$1800 or each piece $600. 831-7708
or stop by CB 144

M/F Roommate Needed to share 3
Bct2Ba $225 + 1/3 utl + W/D 5 min from
UCF Avail May 1call282-0053

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hottest ticket in town, Stockholders Ball,
see Brian Ellis this week tor purchases.
The Legacy Tradition, The Only BULLFROG BLOWOUT Apr. 10 your life will
never be the same. See Mandato for
lists of Greek Games. Attitude Adjustment Fri. 4-6 Softball+Floorhockey continues to dominate. Ty Linch continues
the excellence of :EAE on the diamond

Sailboat- 15' Cat Rigged, New Blocks
and Rigging. $1300 OBO. Trailer included.
898-9450

Responsible M/F Roommate Needed
to share 2BD1 Den2Ba $265+ 1/2 Util
5 mi from UCF Call 282-3419

Housemate(s) prefer Fem Kids OK Fum
Bdrm Laundry facilities $280 inclu utl
near Fashion Sq 898-0396

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Let's go out and support our 3 Greek
Gloves fighters Fri Night! ~d luck Ross,
Mark, and Jim! IlIF.#1 !

Tandy 1000 EX, 5 1/4 ' 3.5, DMP130
Printer Modem, Color Monitor, 2 Joy·
sticks, Memory Exp Card, Printer Case,
Plenty of Software, $900 OBO 277-0998
or X0123 ask for BW

Dream Home Perfect "Model Home"
Condition and priced right! 3bedroom
2bath split plan on quiet cul de sac,
private fenced yard. A must see in this
price range Call Real Estate Prof. Jane
Poole 380-2800 247-5780 $74,900.
YK KIM Membership Full Mon-Sat
Sched for Tae Kwan Do Full Gym lnit
Fees Paid Take Over Balance Oue for
Yr; COMM64/GameDiscs/UVDiskDrive
$75/ Sect Living Rm Set (Full)Tables/
Lamp-$75-Call Kathy 898-8503
84 Porsche 944 Fully loaded Leather
Interior New Pirelli BBS 58000 mi Serious inquiries only Runs great $10,300
671-7566

Large 2/2 w/Private Balcony or Patio,
Large Kitchen, walking Distance to UCF.
Please ask about our Summer Special
282·5657

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Great packages starting at only $155.
For affordable quality, cal The Picture
Man 679-3468

HELP WANTED

Financial Aids for all students, placement & services guaranteed by a 17 yr. ,
old company OR pay $200 savings
bond. Send $1 & SASE For Info &App:
DIVERSIFIED NATIONAL MARKETING, PO Box 182213 Dept 107, (
Casselberry, FL 32718-2213 (407) 7674505

Need UCF Students, Faculty, Staff,
Alumni, Friends, and Parents to WRITE
State legislators in support of new revenue for Education. More info: Call SGA
at 823-2191 ..
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3·7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

Babysitter(s) Mon Tues Eves and Oc·
casional Days 895-1297

WP, EOITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

COMPUTER SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR PC-based automation support and
training in federal government law of·
fice. Requires two years specialized PC
experience, knowledge of DOS and
Word Perfect. Programming and network skills desirable. Starting $26, 798
to $32,423. Letter and resume by April
3 to Federal Public Defender, 80 North
Hughey Ave., Suite 417, Orlando, FL
32801.

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

. CANVESSURS & APPOINTMENT
SEITERS
Needed for Home Improvement Company. No Experience Necessary, We
Will Train, Top Pay & Bonuses. Call
Mr. Kelly 273-2751.
$227.50! Sell 50 outrageous college T·
shirts and make $227.50. Avg Sales
time ..2-6 hrs. You choose form 17 de·
signs. No financial ob. A risk free program designed for students. Sm/Lg
quan. avail. CEii TAYLOR 19 1-800659-6890.
At Home Mother in UCF Area looking
for occasional sitter for 3 yr and 18 mth
old. Varied hours. Please call and let's
talk 823-9184.

WArrRESSES NEEDED-Flexible No
Exp Necessary, Chinese Rest. at 436
&50 Call 275-0776
CENTAUR, the AIDS Crisis Center,
needs your help. Their food sources
are critically low. Please help by deliv·
ering can/non perishable foods to the
AFW office in the Student Center, Rm
215. Another AFW service.

AUTOS

SCHOLARSHIPS! Academic Scholar·
ship Resource Service is a computerized scholarship matching organization.
Guaranteed a minimum of 6 sources or
refund money Call 327-2948

89 Mitsubishi Precis, A/C Stereo New,
Belts, Brakes, Battery, Just out from

TYPISTS

Dance instructor needed-experienced
Part time Call Frankie 332·4455

SERVICES

For Sale '89 VW Cabriolet, 5 Speed
34,000 miles, A/C, AM/FM Cassette,
White on White Call 645-2800 Days
696-2666 Eve.

8

complete service, very good condition,
high mileage, $3700 OBO Call & Leave
message 236-9409

1985 Honda NightHAWK 650 Good
Cond Runs Great $1800 OBO 677-6628

FOR RENT
I

Aprii 2. 1992

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professlonal*Accurate

KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735

Get your paper or thesis printed on laser in Word Perfect 5.1 . Fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs also available. $1.80i
a page 366-7356

TUTORS
I

SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS
SAT, ACT, GAE, GMATTUTORING
MORE SCORE LESS$$$ 249-2246

OTHER
Free Doberman/Mix Puppies Good
home Needed. Call 677·8373. Leave
Message

PERSONALS
JDS· Happy Birthday, Tomorrow - JT

& Financial Planning Report. Database

O.H.P. to the Spring '92 Pledge Class
-Jay<

over 300K. Results guaranteed. $1 OOO's
available. $54 fee. Call American Scholarship Assistance Program 1·800-5244894.

Tothegiganticone: Remember my magic
potion does work. Cheer Up! Where's
theRickythatweall•?Thereheis!Ye<i

SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH

And·graduati·on
was just two weeks away•
• We've all heard it a million times: Don't drink and drive. But sadly, the statistics show each week that some
people didn't hear it at all. And now they won't hear music or lectures or laughter, or anything else. Ever.
That's why Yellow Cab is sponsoring the "Safe Ride Home" program. As a member, you'll receive a special
Safe Ride Home card. If you've had too much to drink, or a friend has-or you find yourself in any dangerous
situation where a safe ride home can make the difference, call. We'll send a Yellow Cab to pick you up and get
you home, safe and sound. Free. All you have to do is present your
card to the Yellow Cab driver when he arrives.
College life means you've got a lot to look forward to. Don't let drunk
driving shatter your plans.

$5.00 at Kiosk

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company, A Member of Mears Transportation Group
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MUSIC, MOVIES AND MORE ...
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YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT STORE!

SOUll) WAREHOUSE

LOCATIOIS

ON SALE THROUGH APRIL 14 • QUANTITIES LIMITED • SW6497

• 303 E. Altamonte Dr. in Renaissance Centre 339-ffi3
• 4900 East Colonial Drive in the Herndon Shopping
Center 898-2500
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ZTA, LXA continue dominance

pose," said St. Louis Cardinals
shortstop Ozzie Smith, one of (.
the all-time greats.
"I really like that, and I try
and do that now," Castaldo
said. "Whether I'm out their
fielding 10 grounders or 100, I
do it with a purpose."
Baseballisinhisblood,andisa
family affair. Hisfatherplayedin
the Philadelphia Phillies organi- ~
zation and his brother plays for
the double A affiliate of the Milwaukee Brewers.
"Myultimategoalofcourseis
toplayinthemajorleagues,but
for now I wouldjust love t.o go t.o
Omaha (to the College World '
Series)," Castaldo said.
"My parents are 100 percent
behind me; they are a huge factor in my life. I have learned
everything from my father."

CASTALDO
FROM PAGE 1

as Intramurals enter mid..season

ers on the team in batting average, hitting .345, and is playing
subperbly in the field.
tics ofShandra Stewart, but most person who constantly strives for
"Castaldocanplay,"assistant
by
Ron Carmi
because of the rem ark- excellence, she is not entirely satCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
n otabh·
J.~
coach Mike Maack said. "He alable play of superstar Ursula isfied with her softball team's per- ready has a major league arm."
Through hail, sleet and snow . Streng. Streng, an ex-field hockey formance as of late.
"I really like it here,"
Spring Intramural Floor Hockey player, leads the team in goals
"I'm trying to transfer the win- ·
Castaldo said. "Last year I had
and Softball league athletes con- and approaches each game with ning attitude we have in floor
to adjust, but now I feel really
tinued on with a die-hard, un- tremendous gusto and.verve.
hockey to the softball field," she
comfortable with every one on
"She's always on the attack, on said, "where we haven't quite
breakable attitude and cars to
the team and enjoy every momatch.
the offensive, and she makes ev- worked out our idiosyncrocies."
ment I'm on the field."
Last'sweek'shockeyactionsaw eryonearoundherabetterplayer."
Shannon may not be the one
As for his motivation,
LXA I continue to dominate ~s says Shannon Evers, the team thatjwnps the highest or runs the
Castaldo reads the book "Menthey handled SX I 6-2. Their captain who seems to be the glue fastest, but she possesses an intal Game of Baseball," which
tangible quality, much like Larry
seerningly inpenetrable defense, that hold this team together.
has become his bible. There is a
however, finally gave up a pair of
The softball field was host to Bird of the Boston Celtics posquote in the book that Castaldo
goals. Other Fraternity A ~res plenty of action during the week. sesses, that makes her a winner.
tries to encompass in his own
includeSAEioverATOl2-1,PKA Big winners in- ~~~~~~~~ Surprisingly, the
game. "When I go out and take
I scoring four to counter the solo eluded Hurricanes
secret to her sucgrounders I do it with a purSPE
Ibe
d
·
"It's ' 11J
goal ofTKE I, an
ating
SPE I Crusaders'
cess lies not on the
upon DU 10-0. Dave Rabinowitz TKE
and th~
al/ in the
practicefield,butin
clothes.,,
the closet.
andKarlWeisssooredfourapiece Knigh~ares. The
in the contest. SPE I is ate.am to best matched game
"It's really all in
look out for with the potent offen- featured AKPsi edgthe clothes," Evers
:;:;:::::::::::::::::;:::::;:;:::::;:::;:::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·:·:·:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·,·,·,·,·,·,·.·,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·...
siveduoofRabinowitzandWeiss, ing
out
the
• Shannon Evers said. "The wrong
who actually sound more like a Psychclones 11-10.
outfitcanmeanthe
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
.l!lr.erencebetween
ECONO LODGE
1aw firm than floor h ock ey banThe much anti.clww
UNIVERSITY
dits.
pated matchup o f - - - - - - - - awinandaloss."
The Fraternity B league gave FCA and Moon Dawg Express,
Shannon, a senior juggles her
Lodge,~
11731 E. Colonial Dr. (50)
us three shutouts in Fiji's 6-0 win bothundefeatedteamsatthetime, athleticdutieswithsoroityresponOrlando, Fl 32817
over ACACIA while KS and PIYr proved tobeallhype, astheDawgs sibilities such as Activities Chair(800) 874-1156. (407) 273-1500
Blues posted identical 3-0 victo- destroyed FCA by a score of24-9. man and Greek Week Chairman
riesoverATOilandDTD,respec- Intramural Athlete of the Week
as well as being a double major.
SPECIAL U.C.F. GRADUATION RATE
tively.
If there was Evers one athlete Organizational Communication
$32.00 (1-4 PERSONS)
The women's league witnessed who deseived thishonorit'sShan- and Political Science.
* BASED ON AVAILABILITY
DDD dismantling PBP 6-0, Team non Evers. Ms. Evers, a senior, is
Amasteroftimemanagement,
*V AUD ONLY FOR GRADUATION
Green over the once-first-place both captain ofZTA's intramural Shannon somehow finds time t.o
SureShots3-1,andRed&selock- floor hockey and softball teams work at Chili's on t.op of everying horns with the BCM Babes in and is generally a Good Samari- thing else.
I guess in Shannon Evers'
a3-3tie. ZTAstillboastsaperfect tan. Shannon is a proud native
record due in partto an unyielding from Deland, a city that seems to world there's a little more.than 24
defense and the suave goalie an- breed natural-born leaders. As a hours in a day.
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--- ·~""~ DISCOUNT PET CENTER
"IF WE CANT GET IT ... NOAH DION T BRING IT... "

Ross Rossell Productions. Inc. presents
RCA recording artists

55 gaL tank with Florescent Hood $99 99
Ball PYthon ••••••••••••••• $49~
(with additonal purchases required)

oy
1es
1992 qrammy Award Winner - Oh Boy recording artist
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THURSDAY, APRIL

$19 • 50

RESERVED
SEATS

UCF

16, 1992

$12 • 50

STUDENT BLEACHER
SEATS WITH l.D.

ARENA · 8:00 PM

CONCEATLINE™ ( 407)

856-9000

no service charges • sales tax included • Discover, MasterCard, Visa, checks
Tickets also available with cash at

The UCF Ticket Kiosk with UCF 1.0. (student, staff, faculty)

'-----------------------------y

..·~ ·i·j

657-0747
Now a Discount Outlet Store
up to 30% off everyday
at Goldenrod & University in the Kmart Plaza, East Orlando

RAPE MURDER ROBBER

·-----JPl'l~-i
SUPER
TEAR GAS
CHEMICAL DEFENSE
In Leather Key Chain Holder

Available At All These Locations
• TanZ.mania Tanning Shop
12283 University Blvd.

• It's Academic
University Shoppe

• Mr. B's Hairstyling
12263 University Blvd.

• Ted's Shoe Repair
Goldenrod Groves S.C.

• Ted's Shoe Repair
Suocrest Village Shopping Center

• Hair Expressions
1750 W. Broadway, Oviedo

• Doris Hair Designs
10006 Flowers Ave .

• Alpha 55 Food Store
7583 University Blvd.
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F.arley named Sun Belt Conference player of the week
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

•

•
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UCF women's golfer Liz
Earley was awarded the inaugural Sun Belt Conference
player of the week for the week
of March 29.
Earley, a senior from St.
Catharines, Ontario, is presently the Sun Belt's leading
putter with an average of 74. 7
strokes per round through ten
rounds of play.
She shot a season low rourid
of 68 in the Snowbird Invitational at the University ofSouth
Florida, a course record.
She is followed in the confer-

ence by teammate Marla
Jemsek, whose season lowround
of 72 at the Winthrop Invitational helped her to a per roundaverage of75.75 through.eight
rounds.
"They have been two of our
three more consistent players;
them and Catrina Runyan,"
UCF coach and director of golf
Mike Shumaker said earlier this
season. "Liz has emerged as one
of the leaders of the team; she
just keeps on getting better every week.
Earley fmished third individually in last week's Ryder/
Women's Intercolleg-iate Golf
Championship at the Don Shula

"THE ID EAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

1 MONTH FREE
WE OFFER 1 &2BEDROOMAPARTMENTWITH
CARPEf, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
AND MOVIES

•THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
. 12017 SOLON DR. .
ORLANDO, FL

273-4097

(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON ALAFAYA)

f.>ooka for The Performing (?) fine Arla

Golf Resort in Miami Lakes,
with scores of 77-70-75 - 222,
to help UCF to third place finish
in the tournament.
Jemsek shot scores of 78-7376 - 227 to emerge in a threway tie for sixth place; Kelly
Pittman of Florida State and
Joanne Roberts of Jacksonville
also tied for sixth.
Sue Veasey of South Florida
captured individual honors in
-the tourney with scores of 7270-75 - 217 to help the Lady
Bulls secure third place in the
standings.
Florida State, which entered
the final day ofthe tourney with
a slim lead over tht University

of Miami, held on to edge the
host Hurricanes for the team
title, its first in 22 years.
Both schools shot 305 for the
final round, giving FSU a
three-day total of 898 and Miami 901.
The Seminoles top scorer
was Erica Firnhaber, who finished fourth individually with
scores of 73-72-78 - 223;
Fimhaber and Kelly Pittman
were FSU's only top-10 qualifiers.
FSU's win broke a threeyear stronghold on the Ryder
Championship for the University of Florida, which finished
sixth.

UCF's Liz Earley shot a
68. (UCF SID/FUTURE)

Central Florida Future staff to
destroy Student Government
Reberea Falcon
BRINGIN' IT HOME
In light . of ill feelings and
bitter rivalry, The Central
Florida Future staff and membersofStudentGovemment will
battle it out on the softball field
at 4:30 p.m. Saturday.
This annual tradition is an
opportunity for the organiza~
tions to relieve any anger held
for each other. This year, as in
years past, the Futt.lre exercised
its quality writing ·skills by

which we blessed SG with a beat you in softball, maybe we can
letter requesting their absent- give you some writing lessons too.
minded bodies to appear on the
At any rate, the Future team,
softball field.
composed of both men and
As suspected, SG failed to women, is prepared to play a
reply. By this, we conclude that fair and square game. We hope
the politician wanna-bees are SGcan overcome their distorted
truly spi.ileless cowards or even view of fair (look it up, guys).
more likely ... they're illiterate; - This year we expect to play
Oops! Correction, the 50-mem- against SG membersand not the .
ber plus organization did man- usual ringers that show up.
The winning team will write
age to put together a sentence
- maybe even two. On Tues- an article in Thursday's issue of
day, only four days before the the Future. We urge our readgame, SGaccepted our challenge ers to review the article or betwith a "Yes. We will destroy you ter yet, come out and see the
in softball." Hey guys, after we game in person.

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Tlte Student Wellness Advocate Tea111
Proudly Presents
The 5th Annual UCI? 5k

F1•iday April, I 0
G:OO )_)ID
At Greek Park

•

•

Out With
The Old.

In With
The New.

p\oin Old

LSAI
Preporo\ion
course

~

1

1

- -- ·-··

Introducing
Ronkin's New LSAT Premium Program.
Just because something has been
obtain the highest possible score so
around for a long time doesn't
that you can get into the best law
necessarily mean it's good.
school. Because, as you know,
The Ronkin Educational Group is
graduating from law school doesn't
an innovative company that has put
guar.1ntee a job. You need to
together the latest in research,
T HE gradl1t1te from the best.
technology, and leaching illON~N- So don't take chances by
techniques in a new LSAT
I
going to an old test
course. We call it our LSAT
preparation company.
Premium Program and it's
Call Ronkin today.
been designed to he 1p you E0UCl II0l l l GA0UP You deserve the very best.

Longwood• 407-831-8833
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • Over 110 l.ocitlont Nationwide

j

COST: • Free To All Students
• $5 For All Faculty and Staff
llosted By The DELTA GAMMA Soro1•ity

* for

further Informatlon eon tact
the Wellness ~enter at x5841

Sports
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Running Knight's pitching staff hit the.tmget
"Maack's Guns" recover from early inconsistency to
lead Knight's toward NCAA Tournament spot
3.57 earned run average while allowing
batters
to hit a stingy .254 against him
STAFF REPORTER
and has struck out 30 batters in the 30
As predicted the UCF pitching staff, innings that he has pitched.
better known as "Maack's Guns," are
"The injury has been a problem for
firing away at opponents, shooting them him; he is a little weak now, but fm
down and leaving them for dead.
looking for him to peak when it counts,"
The staff has a combined 3.15 earned Richardi said. "He loves to play and ifwe
run average, has thrown two shutouts, get a healthly Jimmy Still, that makes
stru.ckout269battersin28~inningsand
you twice as good,"
has allowed opposing batters to hit a
Consideredadefiniteproprospectatthe
begining of the season the scouts have
miserable .~32 against them..
Early in the season the staff was backed off a little due to his arm problems.
having some control problems caused
"With a strong finish, he will get the
by inconsistancy.
·
scouts interest back," pitching coach
Now thattheseasonisin ~~~~~~~~~ Mike Maack said.
full swing and the team is
The most consistent
playing roughly four games
"The pitchers pitcher thus far in the seaa week, the staffhas found
are all hitting sonisjuniorsouthpawJules
h ·
Van Landuyt, who has
its groove.
"All control problems
err spots.· ,,. nearly unbeatable, posting
suffered early are worked
a 7-lrecordanda2.13ERA.
·Glen Rlchardl He has allowed batters to
out, but now the pitchers
UCF CATCHER
hit just .208 against him.
are all hittingtheir spots,"
Hard · throwing Joe
saidseniorGlenRichardi,
· who has been catching for
Wagner, a sophmore out of
the pitchers all season.
Friendship, Wisconsin, ha.s been catching
"Right now we are coming together; the scouts' eyes.
·
we are starting to gel," freshman
"Scouts are high on Wagner; he has
righthander Erik Hagstrom said.
dominated the last few games that he
Senior Jimmy Still out of Miami was has pitched in, consisteQtlybeingclocked
last years ace, going 10-2 with a 3.01 in the upper SO's," Maack, the commaneamed run average. This season Still der of the young guns, said;
hasn't been as consistant due to an
Wagner has improved his ERA to
injury he suffered to his sholder, but he 2.83 and has struck out 45 batters in the
is healing and is expected to be 100 41 innings that he has pitched.
percent by this weekend. Although the
"Hehascomealongwell,eaminghiminjury has effected his consistency, he , self a spot in our conference rotation,"
still has thrown well enough to post a Maack said.
by Jason Lesko

.
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Castaldo perfect fit
as UCF's shortstop

Senior Anthony Lazaic is attempting to re1um from an njury ard regain 1he fomi
that enabled him 1D post a 9-1 record two years ago. cetw1es 1<. Monow/FUTUREJ
Senior Anthony Laszaic, who has
played every role as a pitcher this season, has come off his injury that forced
him to miss the entire season last year
and has shown the same form that made
him a 9-1 pitcher two years ago.
"He has done well at every role that he
has pitched in," the guns mentor said.
Although his 3. 76 ERA is high, it
dosen't show the whole picture. He did
have a couple subpar outings early in the
season, but has adjusted well. He has
allowed opposing_batters to hit .239

against him.
SophmoreJasonSchlutthasbeencorning
out of the bull pen in middle relief, doing
everythingthathasbeenexpect.edofbim. He
hasposteda3.97 eamedrunaverageandhas
recorded three wins while gunning down 42
batOOrsin the 34 innings thathe has pitched.
He has surrendered a stingy .226 batting
average to the opposing hitters.
Also coming in for middle relief duty are
freshmenMikeHalperinandErikHagstrom,
both of whom are adjusting to the college
game well.

i

Form~ UCF coaches lead

NCAA Final Four team

by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR
After
hitting
.417
his
senior
by Jason Lesko
to
play
at
year
he
was
recurited
STAFF REPORTER
What connection does UCF
LSU, Mississippi State, Kenhave at this year's NCAA FiGliding in smoothly on a slow tucky, Clemson, Missouri and
nal Four.
drippier, the shortstop effort- University of Florida.
_When the University of
lessly scoops u:P. the ball with
"I chose Florida because of
Cincinnati's
Wildcats face the
his glove-and throwing across the good weather," Castaldo
Michigan
Wolverines
in this
his body- fires a perfect strike said, "and l would have the adweekend's
semifinal
matchup,
to the first basemen, sending vantage of playing year round."
they will be led into battle by
the batter back to the dugout. , Castaldo became a starter
Coach Bob Huggins.
University ofCentral Florida right away as a Gator and Huggins was a UCF assistant
shortstop Greg Castaldo, a started off well, but the prescoach
from 1983-85 underfonner
glovesman with a cannon for an sure began to take a toll on him Shortstop Greg CastaJdo i1
Running
Knights head coach
arm~ doesn't exactly compare
and it affected his play.
cction.
{Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
who is now
Chuck
Machock,
with other famous number 23's
"I had just come out of
at
Cincinnati.
Huggins'
assistant
like Micheal Jordan, Don highschool and was immature,
had
a
rough
going
Machock
Mattingly or David Justice, but but I can't blame anyone -but but the only reason I came here
inhisstinfasUCF"sheadcoach.
is an accomplished athlete in myself for all the bad thihgs was because of [head coach Jay]
that happened , when I was Bergman,"Castaldosaid. "Heis Machock posted a 25-31 record
his own right.
Coming out of Lafayette High there," Castaldo said. "It's all a a true players coach that cares as the Running Knight's second
School in St. Louis, Castaldo business up there;~~~~~~~~~ aboutyouasaper- coach in the program's history.
son."
L a s t He succeeded the legendary
was named to the All-State team but I had a good
"I
a/Wiay.s
year, his first sea- Torchy Clark who compiled a
in football his sophmore, and time and learned a
played
sonatUCF,hehit 274-87 record from 1969-1983.
junior years, All-State in base- lot from my misMachock was relieved of the
ball three years, and was an All- takes."
sports.,,
a disapointing
position
by Phil Carter who
He soon realized
.228, while comDistrict player in basketball his
coached
the
Knight's from 1985that he needed to
mitting 15 errors
senior year.
1989.
Current
UCF coach Joe
As a youngster Castaldo tried leave Gainesville;
Greg Castaldo in the field.
Dean
took
the
reigns
of the pro- '
his hand at all sports and, be- so he talked with
UCF SHORTSTOP
This season
gram
in
1989.
Castaldo
has
cause of his great athletic abil- former Knight star
Howisitthatthesetwobasketity, was able to play all of them Eddie Martinez, - - - - - - - • • made a complete
ball
mentors came to swit.ch roles
who told him how good of a turn around, aft.er making an
well.
when
they switched schools?
"I always played sports," program UCF has and additude adjustment over the
"When I left UCF, I retired
Castaldo said. "I couldn't stay encoraged him to come to Or- summer. He is one of the leadfrom coaching to st.art a busistill when I was younger; I was lando.
always doing something."
"UCF has a great program,
CASrALDO continued page 19 nessasastockbroker,"Machock
c

INTRAMURAi. STANDINGS page 9

said. "BobbywenttoAkronfora
couple ofyears before he got the
call to coach at Cincinnati.
"He asked me to come and be
an assistant for him and I was
more than happy to help him
out. rm getting the best of both
worlds, being a stockbroker and
a basketball coach."
Machock a~ded that he is
not currently lookingforafulltime coaching position anywhere, but he hasn't ruled out
any possiblities.Right now, he
and the Wildcats must concern
themselveswithgettingpastthe
Wolverines and making it to the
NCAA championship game.
'Thereai'esometypesofteams
that we play well against and
Michigan should be one ofthem,"
Machock said. "I think our situatiori is different than most teams
in that they are going to have to
adjusttoplayingus."
Machock attributes the
Wildcats' success to hard work
and team unity.
"The kids have really
worked hard all year and are
really thrilled to be here," he
said. "We don't have the greatest talent in the world here,
but we've got a really close
knit group of guys; we're a
close-knit team, which is one
of the reasons we're 29-4."
('
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A roadie's vie'W
of the .'92 sho'W

The band repays
early fan support

by Nate Rosenbluth

by Nate Rosenbluth

Monday, March 16; 7:45 a.m.: more
San Francisco-based Metallica has
than 55 people (myself included) asbeen on the music scene since the midsembled inside the rear entrance ofthe
80s and has seen a steady ride to the
Orlando Arena, signed in with the
top. The band's albums have gone
LefMo-right: Lars Ulrich, James Hatfield, Kirk Hammett, and Jason
crew coordinator and got our assignplatinum and beyond.
Newsted of Metallica. (Photo by Ress Halfm)
ments. At 8 a.m. the entire local crew
The newest release has gone quawas busy unloading 12 truckloads full
About 6: 15 a Mears Motor Shuttle
around so the guys could move around at
druple platinwn, and the majority ofthis
ofequipment-everythingfrom a full,
arrived in the loading area containing
will In the very center of the stage was
success happened before the band had
custom-built stage to lighting trusses,
all of the members of the band, who
the "snake pit," where a select group of
the benefit of any real publicity. The
spotlights, speaker cabinets and perthen went on to put some of their stuff
fans were able wget an actual "Qn-stage"
loyalty of millions of fans puts album
sonal gear for the band.
away and greet a group ofradio contest
view of the show.
after album on the charts, although the
By lunchtime, there were partially
winners and other guests.
In ordertomaketheshowasenjoyable
bandgetsvirtuallynoairplayorvideoplay.
assembled sections ofthe stage strewn
The doors finally opened and the
to as many as possible, the band decided
Metallica has not forgotten this loyaround the arena floor where local
capacity crowd immediately filled the
on a nwnber ofinnovations. One was the
alty and went out ofits way to return the
people and the road crew ran thouhouse. The inevitable dimming of the
aforementioned video presentation, cusfavor w as many fans as possible, especially the longtime supporters. The ticksands of pounds of cables to wherever
'Wm tailored wwhatever city they were
house lights was met with a thunderets
it had to go. It was difficult getting to
for the curi'ent tour merely read"An
ous greeting.
phlying in. This ~-the-round" perforthe catering room through the hunEvening with Metallica," and that's exHowever, inst.ead of an opening act,
mance was enhanced with tnrich's two
dreds of road cases lining the hallactly what the show was. A unique
drummer Lars tnrich crune on the video
mobiledrumkits, whichhelpedhimmove
ways. On the way, we did
diamond shaped stage, descreens, liv~ from the green
about the stage almost as
happen to spot the guitar
signed especially for this
room, to greet the crowd.
freely as the others (who
tour, provided two front
roadies meticulously polwere using wireless equipThe audience was treated to
ishing, stringing and tunment).
a half-hour video, including
"The faster we
"We don't cause rows, and the rest of the
ing a very impressive
stage was designed so there
a tribute to the late Cliff
The new shape of the
really isn't any bad view.
rack of guitars and
Burton (the former bass
stage for more front row
played, the nuttier player who died in 1987, in viewing was also a wel- - the things we
Even the people behind the
basses, many of which
stage got a good show.
were custom designed
Sweden when his tour bus
come addition, as was the
the crowd got."
write about."
In the very center of
like most every thing else
turned over) and early band
snake pit, which required
the stage, Metallica proin the building.
footage, highlights from the
special passes handed out
vided what it called the
It was almost incon"...and Justice for All" 'Wur,
at random during the
ceivable that all of these
"snake pit," a place where
all of which was intercut
show, mostly to people
randomly selected fans can actually
people and all of this equipment came
wearing older tour shirts. This was
withfootageoflocal landmarks, thecrowd
see the show going on all around them.
from Jacksonville just hours before.
entering the building (from moments
one of the ways that Metallica showed
By 2 p.m. all of the lighting trusses
In place of an opening band, there
before) and a live feed from the dressing
its appreciation to long-time supportwere properly dressed and suspended
was a 30-minute video custom tailoreq
room.
ers.
from the ceiling, along with a very
to the city the band is playing. After
There was a taper's section, where
When the band finally hit the stage,
ominous array of speakers and video
the
video, the band plays for three
fans who purchased special tickets
the opening part of "Enter Sandman"
screens. The entire set-up was comsolid
hours, using a good deal of their
was literally drowned out by the roar of
were invited to plug in'W the sound
pleted around 2:45, and then it was
older material, also for the long time
the crowd Song selection crune as much
board and record the show.
time for the arena employees to start
fans, as well as the newer releases.
as,ormore,fromolderalbumsasfrom the
Bassist Jason Newstead eXJ)ertly
laying down chalk marks on the floor
Another welcome innovation on this
new material.
hammered out endless basslines and
where the rows of seats were going to
tour was a "tapers section," where fans
supplied backing vocals while James
Metallica went on w play for three
go while the sound people started the
were permitted to record the entire
hours, performing for every section ofthe
Hetfield, lead-vocalist-guitarist,
equipment check procedures.
show on any equipment they could
arena equally. The stage design, although
worked the rest of the stage alongwith
Out back, in the load-in area, fans
bring in, whether it be audio or video.
huge, was very simple-a big diamondguitarist Kirk Hammet.
were already gatheringaround the barrishaped wedge that extended far inw the
FANS continued page C4
cad~ to get a glimpse of the musicians.
ROADIE continued page C3
crowdandaseriesofmicstandsplacedall
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FILMThe April Edition of Movieline
features a list of 100 ways to
MUSICAreording t:o USA Today, "U2 fix Hollywood. Among the betsays it did not flash the wonls terentries ... No. 5:"make Disney
'Bomb Japan Now' on 'IV change its corporate mascot from
screens during a concert in At- Mickey Mouse to Scrooge
lanta. The words actually occur McDuck;" No. 10: "put a moraseparately in a stream of words torium on sex scenes with
that flash by rapidly, according to women on top until women in
Hollywood actually get some
the band's spokeswoman."
A portion of the text read, power;"No. 23: "fire anyone who
'Everyone is a racist except you proposes a sequel too anything;"
bomb whore ultimately Japan No. 48: "test the entire memberchaos I want everything I want ship of the Academy for
Alzheimer's, and annowice the
it now gun.'
Band spokesman Paul results at the beginning of each
Wasserman describes the text . Oscar telecast;" No. 88: "pair
as 'flash words' that don't have a Eastern European directors who
have something to say but don't
particular meaning."
Garthhast:oppedGarth.The know Hollywood with young
"Wayn~s World Soundtrack" dis- American directors who know
lodged Garth Brooks from the No. Hollywood but don't have any1 album slot on The Billboard thing to say." .. .Alec Baldwin
Charts.Vanessa Williams contin- gets the boot! With his profesues her No. 1 single reign for the sional reputation on the decline,
second straight week with Eric Baldwin was released from "The
Clapton slidingintoNo. 2for some Hunt For Red October" sequel,
slowhanded competition...This "Patriot Games." Replacing him
summer there is a lolla good will be perennial favorite
music coming! Lollapalooza 2 is Harrison Ford. Ford is earning
definite, Red Hot Chili Peppers $9 million for this film and is
and Ice Cube will headline. Sup-- reportedly signed for two more
porting acts will be Soundgarden, sequels. Also starringin the film
Pearl Jam, Jesus & Mary Chain, are Anne Archer, Samuel JackMinistry and either Teenage Fan son and Patrick Bergin ... The
Club or Lush. The tour will run Annual Premiere Readers
from July to Augt,ist. Exact loca- Poll results are in. Readers fations to be_ set soon.
vored "The Silence of the

I
I
I
-- I
Lambs," giving it best picture, I
best actor (Anthony Hopkins), I
•

I
I
Please present c?upon when ordering. Not .v~d in combination with oth~ I
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per vJSJt.
f&
Valid only at the following Wag's: I
A 12
1o615 E. Colonial
I
vr ~
Union Park
I
LExpires April 30,1992
Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344 .J

andbe_stactress(JodiesFoster).
"CapeFear"wassingledoutfor .
best cinematography and best
supporting actress (Juliette
Lewis). Oliver Sume was named
best director and "Bugsy" best
scr~nplay... Opening Friday,
"Straight Talk" with Dolly Parton
and
James
Woods,
'Thunderheart" with Val Kilmer
and'TheDoubleLifeofVeronique"
with Irene Jacob.

THE IDIOT BOX"Young Indiana Jones

Chronicles" hits ABC. From
George Lucas comes this fun, inventive and historically accurate
program. Narratedbyanoldlndy,
the series alternates telling stories between a 10-year-old or a 16year-oldlndianaJones. Currently,
16-year-old Indy is fighting in
WWl for the Belgian army. This
show is well acted and written,
and probably the best thing on TV
right now.

When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.

w
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FAMILY RESTAURANTS
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For All Your
Eye Care Needs.
•
•
•
•

• •

Satellite Office

Complete Eye Exams
Contact Lenses
Prescription Glasses
Sunglasses

200/o OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS
2911 Red Bug Road •Casselberry • (407) 695-2020

Major Credit Cards Accepted

"' "'DevAney'S
"' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "'
SPORT's PuB & EATERY
" ' "The Yard Club".
• Every Saturday night ·i s"Rock Night''
with buckets of Rolling Rock 5 for $5.00
• Every Wednesday is Karoke Night 9 PM

"' "' "' "' •"' "' "' "' "' "' "'
679·6600

7660 Universi~ Blvd.

Gooding Shopping Center

"Because It's
A Jungle
Out There."
Seafood • Chickl'n • Rihs • Burgers
82l) Eyric Drive, Ovil'do, FL 3276S
11! Mill' North Of Rl'd Bug l~d

On Aloma (426)

(407) 366.. 6225

SUNDAY
$2.00 IMPORTS
25q. OYSTERS

One Datran Center, #320
9100 S. Dadeland Blvd., Miami, FL 33156

305-6 70-9261

HAPPY HOURS
4:30 , 7:00
10:00 , 12:00

-

MONDAY
$1.00 DRAFTS
2 FOR l WINGS

2 For I Drafts
2 For 1 House Wine
Double Cocktails

TUESDAY
LADIES NITE
$1.00 COCKTAILS
7:00 , 10:00

LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT
WEDNESDAY Thru
SUNDAY

We're Proud To A11nounce
Our "New Addition"
Name: Oviedo Office
Date of "Birth": Fall 1991
Address: Suite 202, 1410 W. Broadway Street
Phone: 366-9195
Attending Physicians:
Robert T. Hoover, MD
Frederick A. Hoover, MD
Louis Stern, MD
Gary J. Jimenez, MD
Howard D. Schechter, MD
John Serrao, MD

~

.

"""·-. ~
··.

Distinguishing Characteristics:
•Complete OB/GYN care, including infertility,
surgery, menopause, osteoporosis, high-risk
obstetrics and female urinary incontinence
•Participation in most HMO and PPO programs

,
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STORYVILLE

Student Nurses
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rocking you to your timbers
after the set up, it just soothes
"Day ofReckoning" has more you with this chorus about livof a bluesy pull to it, reminisc- ing in the now.
ing about a love that vanished
"Shake This Town"harkens
only to reappear before some- back to Robertson's Indian
thing tragic happens. The roots and is a song of white
horns in the back lend it a b~trayal upon the native
flavor of Dixieland.
peoples. "Resurrection" ap"What About Now" is one of peals to one's hope for redempthe most positive songs I have tion, in this life as well as the
ever heard. It's a slow train at next. Its moody again, with
first, lets you get on and get some real smoky vocals.
comfortable, but instead of
Other songs are attention-

grabbers for a time, but then
they let it go again. Well, six
out of ten ain't bad, folks.
While his 1987 solo record
was produced, at least partially,
with a career comeback in mind,
Robertson took chances on
"Storyville," banking on the
public's taste for atmospheric,
emotional, blues music.
He's not always successful,
but when he is, he's nearly transcendent.

ROADIE .

will stand out in mymindand that
I'll judge all others against.

FROMPAGEC4

Mr Force needs
you. As an Air Force nurse
officer, you can enjoy great benefits, inc1uding complete medical
and dental care. Plus 30 days vacation with pay per year and ongoing
professional and personal opportunities to advance. Bachelor's
degree required. Serve your country while you serve your career.
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-Chuck Saar

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS

TOIL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

NOW
OPEN

'

6:30AM

249-4003
Across from UCF
University Shoppes

(partially utilizing a machinegun fast, kick drum technique
FROM PAGE Cl
that has to be seen to be beDuring the course ofthe show, lieved). He was then joined by
each of the guys took to the Hetfield on the oilier kit. They
microphone to talk with the played a drum duet-battle that
crowd, and each was given time lasted almost another ten minto show off a bit during their utes, and Hetfield was able to
match Ulrich beat for beat.
solos.
Newstead's solo came first,
The volume and intensity of
and he amazed everybody with the show was so incredible that
his prowess on the six-string it probably could have knocked
bass guitar. Hammett's solo low flying planes out of the air,
came in the middle ofa song and and it never wavered. Metallica
was equally impressive, but it went on for two encores that
was the drum solo that really included eight more songs and
came as a shock to most people. toward the end, enticed the auThe opening drum.lines were ·dlence to get more out-of-conactually supplied by Newstead trol than they already were.
As a veteran of many live conas Ulrich addressed the audience. tnrich went on to do the certs, most of which were hard
first half of the solo by himself rock, there are three shows that

The first is Iron Maiden's "Seventh Tour of Seventh Tour"
(which I managed to see from the
front row in 1988). The second is
Ozzy'sTampa performancefor his
final "No More Tears" tour (despite terrible acoustics), and the
last is this show. These were true
masters at work.
After the lights in the house
went back up, something equally
impressive happened. The loadout crew went to work breaking
down the equipment even before
many of the fans were out oftheir
seats, and the massive show that
came in 12 trucks and took more
than six hours to set up, was oompletelygonein less than two and a
half hours.
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TAN·FASTI UE TANNING· SALON
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WE ALSO DO:
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!

Arbour Village Apartments

Arbom· Village ...Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.

REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLONIAL

The fresh ness of country living with Lhe convenience of
urban-life. Lush land~l·aping, towering pines and oaks, and
pa rk-like atmosphere complemenl Arbour Village. Just
wa lk ing distance Lo l JCF.

MON-FRI a:3oarn-9pm SAT 9-Spm SUN 12:0opm-s:o0pm

• 2 !au ndry facilit.ies
. 2 swimming pools
. Professional management

a

.oversized walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis comts

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) .282-7333
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282-6042

10 VISITS FOR.$25.00
SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS FREE

SALE ~

SALE

Giant "Yukon'.' Mountain Bike.
Great around campus -or on trails

Law School

Adinission
WHEN: Thurs., March 26 and Tues., April 7 at 7:00 pm
WHERE: Holiday Inn UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave.

TOPICS INCLUDE:
• When and Where to Apply
·Admissions Criteria of Top Programs
• How to Make Letters of Recommendation Stand Out
•What Schools Look For in Your Personal Statement
• How to Explain Bad Grades
•How to be Ready for the LSAT Exam

• Lightweight Cromoly frame and forks
• Shiemano 200 GS "Rapid Fire" 21
speed shifting.

Reg 369 95

SALE 299 95

CALL 1-800-777-EXAM
to reserve your seat NOW!

rb@ubr1
PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

Open 7 days.
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_Durable Robertson offers elusive mysticism in 'Storyville'
The Range. Friends like Rick Danko and
Garth Hudson, from his days with The
Band, pitch in. Plus, ahostofmembers of
currently known groups lend their talents and their names, but leave most of
the vision up to Robertson.
"Storyville" really is a one man show.
Robbie Robertson has always been a
musician's musician, his talents usually The rhythms are spiritually juicy on
respected by the best in the business but occasion, with the vocals smoky and
hardly known in mainstream circles. hushed overall.
His latest collection of songs, Storyville,
The opener, the moody arid yet comnamed after "a section of New.Orleans forting "Night Parade," has a feel all its ·
once dedicated to fast living, hot music own. The chorus-"We'llgomarchingin
and moonbumt nights," is somewhat of the night parade" ....:.._ brings visions of
a non sequitur after his last solo effort, Mardi Gras madness to mind, but I think
198Ts self titled Robbie Robertson.
it's just about being out where you can
Where his last record rocked, really live (or really die). The tune has a
Storyville tries to hypnotize, cajun-style. good moody bounce to it, and · Robbie ·.
The muse he is courting is elusive but sounds like he treated his voice with
molasses and cigarettes.
captivating when he catches her.
"Hold Back the Dawn" comes next,
Where he enlisted the aid of Daniel
Lanois of U2, Bob Dylan and Peter and while you can tell Robertson really
Gabriel production fame in 1987, wantsyou to feelthe power, well, I found
Robertson signed up two unknowns, myself wondering why I didn't. Well,
Stephen Hague and Gary Gersh, to help there's always track three, "Go Back to
make· the decisions on Storyville. He Your Woods." Robertson pushes out
calledin some ratherfamous new friends, mysterious lyrics on a stripped-down
Aaron, Art and Ivan Neville, and Bruce Strat with more little tricks than fve
. Hornsby, who must be hard to.pin down seen in a long time,
these days with his work with the GrateSTORYVILLE continued page C3
ful Dead, Don Henley and his own band,
• Storyville
Artist: Robbie Robertson
Producer: GaryGersh, Stephen Hague,
Robbie Robertson
Label: Geffen
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The only other band that allows
this is the Grateful Dead. Not
only is it a "kick in the mouth" to
bootleggers, but as bass player
Jason Newstead puts it, "It was
just one more thing we could do,
It allows our fans to take home
the ultimate souvenir."
Not·that the concert wasn't
. without its wiJder side; just
ask the security guard who got
a "bat's-eye-view" of the stadium, compliments of some of
the upper deck crowd.
"If anything's responsible for
the Metallica sound, it's that we
were scared shitless every time
we played. We were so juiced up
that we played really fast, then
we started noticing that the
faster we played, the nuttier the
crowd got," said singer-guitarist James Hetfield. ·
Musically, the group has progressed without losing .any of
the integrity and hard driving
sound that made it what it is.
Metallica has· a sound that goes
on to spawn other metal acts
such as Testament, Anthrax and
Metal Church, among others.
The band's music also counteracts (and maybe apologizes for)
the glam image that "falsemetal" bands like Poison and
Winger have come to represent.
Metallica may be to the '80s
and '90s what Black Sabbath
was to th~ '70s.
As chief lyricist for the group,
Hetfield stnves t.oinjectsomecomments on topJcal (and some notyet-t.opica ' i sues in the music.
The band overs drug addiction
("Maste~ofpuppets"), capit.alpunishment ("Ride the Lightning"),
destruction of the planet ("Blackened,""Fight Fire with Fire"), and
one.that made them real popular
with the PMRC, "Fade t.o Black,"
which deals with the lastthoughts
of a teenager who's committing
suicide.
"We don't cause the thing~
we write about," . Hetfield insisted. "We're just reacting to
them."
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Featuring:

WOODY

-"CHEERS"

HARRELSON

Monday, April 6

j

Performing their
·
unique
"Blues-a-Billy''
sound on the
West End Stage.

ORLANDO THUNDER
@Photograph Party
.

Saturday, April 11

KENNY
LOGGINS
May6

limited tickets available.
$19.95atall ~~
locations (839-3900).
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